Husqvarna's new 288XP is lighter

Husqvarna Forest & Garden offers the 288XP chain saw for professional users. It's a lighter weight version of the powerful Husqvarna 288XP. Responsible for the weight reduction are a low profile top cover, compact front anti-vibration system and light weight clutch. Call (704) 597-5000 to inquire about the 288XP. Tell them you read about it in LM, or Circle No. 297

Store pesticides behind self-latching doors

Cabinets for storage of pesticides and flammable liquids, with self-latching doors and English/Spanish caution messages are available from Protectoseal. These cabinets feature a liquid-tight bottom well with an optional polyethylene tray to contain spills. Three sizes are offered, to hold up to 12, 30 or 45 gallons. All cabinets have adjustable shelves for easy storage of various shaped containers.

The cabinets are made from 18 gauge steel, using a “Z” bar, reinforced double wall construction, with ½ inches of air space between the inner and outer walls.

A continuous door hinge is built in for maximum reliability, four leveling feet—to prevent wobble—and a spark-proof/tamper-proof three-point closure with a lock.

For more information, call (800) 323-2268 and tell them you read about it in LM, or Circle No. 299

Low-smoke oils stabilize fuel, reduce carbon

Endurolube lubricants, now available from Commercial Landscape Supply, Irvine, Calif., include 2-cycle and bar and chain oil. These lubricants are reported to be low-smoke oils that contain fuel stabilizers, and help reduce carbon in engines.

Endurolube is a 50:1 ratio mix formula, and is available by the case, in the 2.6 oz. and 12.8 oz. bottle size, or one-gallon, 5-gallon or 55-gallon drum sizes.

Endurolube received the dual top quality rating (EGD/FC), as issued by the International Organization of Standardization and the Japanese Automobile Standards Organization, which the company says ensure that a warranty will not be voided based on quality of 2-cycle oil.

For more information on this new lubricant, call Commercial Landscape Supply, Inc. at (800) 635-8866 and tell them you read about this product in LANDSCAPE MANAGEMENT, or Circle No. 299
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